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Where are the genes for 
hypertension?



Methods for detecting genes for 
hypertension 

Linkage vs Association 
(family-based) (population-based)

Candidate vs Genome-wide 
(hypothesis-based) (non-hypothesis-based)



Is hypertension ‘just’ the skewed 
end of the normal BP distribution?

Health Survey of 
England < 60 yrs
British Genetics of 
Hypertension 
(BRIGHT) study
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Liddle’sLiddle’s syndrome: how genetic syndrome: how genetic 
truncation causes gain of function truncation causes gain of function 

Epithelial Na+ channel 
(ENaC)

Loss of CLoss of C--terminus prevents internalisation terminus prevents internalisation 
& so causes constitutive activation& so causes constitutive activation
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Low KLow K ++, low renin, low , low renin, low aldosteronealdosterone
= ? liquorice= ? liquorice











Novel mutations for Gordon’s syndrome identified by whole 
exome sequencing 



From monogenic to complex: From monogenic to complex: 
the numbers gamethe numbers game



From monogenic to complex: From monogenic to complex: 
the numbers gamethe numbers game

.......









‘Manhattan plot’ showing genetic 
complexity of hypertension

Nature : 478,: 103–109: (06 October 2011)



Relative Risk from GWAS loci



Relative Risk from GWAS loci



Breadth of loci of genetic 
association

CYP17A1



Breadth of loci of genetic 
association

GNAS
EDN3



Somatic mutations of the adrenal: the 
commonest cause of hypertension

CT PET Overlay

Adrenalectomy  
specimen

APA

Normal Adrenal
Burton et al. J Clin Endocrinol Metab;97(1):100-9.



Microarray, qPCR and KCNJ5 Microarray, qPCR and KCNJ5 
sequencing shows different profiles sequencing shows different profiles 

for zona glomerulosa (ZG) and for zona glomerulosa (ZG) and for zona glomerulosa (ZG) and for zona glomerulosa (ZG) and 
fasciculata (ZF) tumorsfasciculata (ZF) tumors

Elena Azizan , Brian Lam, Gary Hoffman, Rhoda Kuc, Steve 
Newhouse, Morris Brown.

Azizan et al. Hypertension 2012, 59:587-591
Azizan et al. J Clin Endocrinol Metab. (in press)



Conn’s Adenoma

Choi et al, Science 2011; 331:768-772



Conn’s Adenoma

Choi et al, Science 2011; 331:768-772



Are KCNJ5 mutations common and does their 
finding influence clinical management? 

Sequencing of 
Conn’s Syndrome 
adrenals revealed 

G151R (n=11) L168R (n=8)

APA

3’ 5’ 3’ 5’

adrenals revealed 
20/46 (43%)(95% 
CI[29,53]) APAs 
with a somatic 
mutation of KCNJ5

NA

3’ 5’3’ 5’

3’ 5’

Azizan et al. Hypertension 2012, 59:587-591
Azizan et al. J Clin Endocrinol Metab. (in press)



KCNJ5 genotype:phenotype I

ADR044T (L168R)

CYP17A1 FC=1.30

ADR082T (Wild-type)

CYP17A1 FC=0.21



KCNJ5 genotype:phenotype II



KCNJ5 genotype:phenotype II

• Wild-type APAs are 
smaller because 
they have smaller, they have smaller, 
ZG-like cells.



KCNJ5 genotype:phenotype II

• Wild-type APAs are 
smaller because 
they have smaller, they have smaller, 
ZG-like cells.

• They  cause 
resistant 
hypertension in 
older patients 
because overlooked 
or ignored



Early diagnosis of APA by 
11C-metomidate PET CT 

CT PET PET/CT overlay

Burton et al. J Clin Endocrinol Metab;97(1):100-9.



Early diagnosis of APA by PET CT Early diagnosis of APA by PET CT 

•50-year old man with hypertension, requiring 4 drugs
•Diagnosed as Conn’s in 2007, because suppressed 
renin and low potassium on diuretic
•Tiny nodule on CT, and poor lateralisation on adrenal 
vein sampling

CT PET Overlay



Early diagnosis of APA by PET CT Early diagnosis of APA by PET CT 

•50-year old man with hypertension, requiring 4 drugs
•Diagnosed as Conn’s in 2007, because suppressed 
renin and low potassium on diuretic
•Tiny nodule on CT, and poor lateralisation on adrenal 
vein sampling

CT PET Overlay

6 weeks post op: BP  on 2 drugs 138/86 mmHg

1 cm



Summary

• Hypertension can be caused by mutations in 
single genes 

• Inherited susceptibility to hypertension is most 
likely due to many hundred of genes with small 
effects effects 

• However the KCNJ5 story illustrates how 
hypertension can be due to a molecule with 
nothing to do with normal BP control

• Much of hypertension could yet be due to 
uncommon variants whose phenotype is less 
obvious than low K+ or low renin


